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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper generalizes and extends a number of previous results to 
establish some best-possible lower bounds for the degrees of faithful 
representations (in characteristic zero) of finite groups which have a Sylow 
subgroup which is either cyclic or a trivial intersection (T.I.) set. 
Throughout the paper, G denotes a finite group, p a fixed rational prime, 
and P a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Our main results are as follows: 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that P is cyclic with JPl > p, and that G has a 
faithful irreducible character x. If G is not p-solvable then I( 1) > (PI - 2. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that P is cyclic and that x is a faithful character of 
G. Then the following hold: 
(I) IfG is p-solvable then x(l)> IP:DI (lD:O,(G)I -l), where D<P 
is a defect group of the block containing some irreducible constituent of x. 
(II) If G is not p-solvable, then one of the following is true: 
(a) x(l)> IPI - 1; 
(b) IPI =p=2”+ 1 for some m> 1, Gz SL2(2”) x Z(G), and 
x(l)=p-2; 
(c) IPI =5, G/Z(G)z:A,, andX(1)=3; 
(d) IPI =7, G/Z(G)zA,, and x(1)24; 
(e) IPI =9, GzSL,(8)xZ(G), and x(1)=7; 
(f) I PI = p > 3, G = JV, a central product, where V is a p’-group, 
J/Z(J) x PSL2( p), and x( 1) 2 (p - 1)/2. Furthermore, if x is irreducible (or 
tf x has a single nonlinear irreducible constituent) then G/Z(G) z PSL,(p). 
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THEOREM 3. Suppose that P is a T.I. set in G, and that G has a faithful 
character x with x( 1) < 1 P( - 1. Let H = OP’(G). Then one of the following 
must hold: 
(1) P 4 G; 
(2) P is generalized quaternion, G is solvable, and x( 1) > (I PI - 2)/2; 
(3) IPI=p=2”+1 for some m>l, GF~SL~(~~)XZ(G), and 
x(l)=p-2; 
(4) IPJ =5, G/Z(G)%AA,, and x(1)=3; 
(5) (PI =7, G/Z(G)%:,, and x(1)24; 
(6) (PI =9, GzSL,(8)xZ(G), and x(1)=7; 
(7) H/Z(H)x PSL,(q), IPl =q>3, q odd, and x(l)a(q- 1)/2; 
(8) H/Z(W~PSU,(q), q>2, IPl=g3, andx(l)>g(q-1); 
(9) H/Z(H)x2G2(32”+1), m>,O, IPI =36mf3, and x(1)3 
3 2m+1(32m+I-1)+1; 
(10) H/Z(H)zMc, IPI = 125, and x(1)222; 
(11) H%“B,(2*“+‘), m>O, (PI =24m+2, and X(1)>2”(22m+1-1). 
Theorem 1 is an analog of Ferguson’s result [ 14, Theorem 11, which 
treats the case IPI = p. Our result is proved, as is [14], with the use of the 
classification of finite simple groups (see [ 171). In particular, [4, 
Corollary 1 ] (which invokes the classification) is cited to justify a reduction 
to the case where p j x( 1 ), C,(sZ,(P)) = P x Z(G), G = G’, and G/Z(G) is 
simple. References [36; 3, Theorem 1 ] and the classification are exploited 
to complete the proof. This last part of the argument is very similar to the 
reasoning in [14]. The role that [9, Theorem l] plays in [14] is taken 
here by [3, Theorem 11. The proof of Theorem 1 appears in Section 2. 
Lemma 2.3 below is cast in sufficient generality to apply to proofs of 
analogs of Theorems 1 and 2 for modular characters, which the author 
hopes to present in a subsequent paper. Theorems 1 and 2 continue the line 
of investigation of [33; 9; 141, which stems from Brauer’s work [6]. 
Theorem 2 follows from Theorem 1, [3, Theorem 1; 14; 5; 10; 331, and 
some reduction arguments. The proof is given in Section 3. Theorem 3 
extends [ 1, Theorem 3.21, which inspired its formulation and much of its 
proof. The proof (in Section 4) uses the classification of simple groups in 
the manner that [1] does, along with Theorem 2. 
If G is a group such that a Sylow p-subgroup P satisfies the condition 
C,(x) = C,(P) for all x # 1 in P, then P is a T.I. set in G. If, furthermore, G 
has a faithful character x with x( 1) < I PI - 1, then Theorem 3 implies that 
one of the conclusions (1) or (3 k(7) must hold. Hence, Theorem 3 (sup- 
plemented by Lemma 3.1 below) may be regarded as an extension of 
[28, 15, 131. None of these three papers is used in any of our proofs. On 
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the other hand, it should be noted that none of [28, 15, 131 uses the 
classification. 
The various inequalities given in Theorems 2 and 3 are all sharp. For 
each simple group listed, there exists a faithful irreducible character of 
some perfect central extension whose degree is the given lower bound. The 
relevant degrees for case (8) may be found in [29], for case (9) in [35] (or 
[34] when G% 2G2(3) % PTL,(8)), for case (10) in the CAS tables [24], 
and for case (11) in [31]. 
If G is p-solvable and satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3, then the 
theorem implies either that P u G or that P is generalized quaternion, G 
is solvable, and x( 1) > (IPJ - 2)/2. The second alternative occurs with 
I( 1) = (IPI - 2)/2, as is shown by the following example: Let r be a Mer- 
senne prime with r = 2” - 1 for some m > 1. Let R be the extra-special r- 
group of exponent r and order r3 and P the generalized quaternion group 
of order 2”‘+ ‘. Then P acts as a group of automorphisms of R, with trivial 
action on Z(R) and regular action on R/Z(R). Let G = RP, with R 4 G, 
where P acts on R as given. Then P is a T.I. set in G. Let 9 be any of the 
r - 1 faithful irreducible characters of R, so that 9( 1 ) = r. Then 9 is fixed by 
P, and 9 extends to a faithful irreducible character x of G with x(1 ) = 
(IPI - 2)/2. 
Conclusions (7 )-( 11) of Theorem 3 may be refined somewhat, but it is 
not true that G/Z(G) must be simple, even if x is irreducible. For example, 
let H = MC, 9 be the irreducible character of H with 9( 1) = 22, and V be a 
nonabelian 5’-group which has a faithful irreducible character p with 
1 < ,u( 1) 6 4. Let G = H x V, extend 9 and p to G in the obvious way, and 
let x = 3~. The hypotheses of Theorem 3 are satisfied and x is irreducible. It 
is also not necessarily true that G is a central product of H and a @-group, 
as is shown by each of the following examples (in which G/Z(G) is 
again not simple): G = Aut(“B,(8)), with IPI = 64 and I( 1) = 14; 
G = PS&(q) . (o), where q = pm > p > 2 and d is a field automorphism of 
GF(q) and of order prime to p which leaves fixed each of the exceptional 
characters [,, iz in the principal p-block of PS&(q). Then each ii extends 
to a faithful irreducible character xi of G and xi( 1) = (q f 1)/2. 
2. THE CYCLIC CASE; PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Throughout this section, P is a cyclic Sylow p-subgroup of G, with 
P = ( y) and (PI = p”. We give further notation, which matches that in 
c31: 
Let ~=Q,(P) (so (ypnm’)=P<P and lpl=p). Let #=N,(p) and 
c = C,(p). Let R be the ring of integers in a p-adic number field K of 
characteristic zero and let i?= R/J(R). Assume that K and R are splitting 
fields for all subgroups of G. 
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Let B be a p-block of G (over R or R) with defect group D d P, 
D # (1). Let JDI = pU, so that D = ( ~p”~‘). Let B be the unique block of 
n with B” = B, let 5 be a block of ? with defect group D such that gfi = B, 
and let e be the inertial index of B. Then e is the number of irreducible RG- 
modules in B, and also equals 1 r,(g) : ?I, where r,&) is the inertial group 
in ii’ of 8. Furthermore, e 1 p - 1. (See [ 11, VII.1 and VII.21.) 
If X is an R-free RG-module or an RG-module in B, let R be the Green 
correspondent of X, an RR-module in B. Since P is cyclic, [ 11, 111.5.61 
implies that 
X,Q=ZF@U, (2.1) 
where U is a projective RR-module or a projective RR-module. 
If .Y E &, define c((.u) E GF( p) by .‘c- ‘Y~“-‘-Y = y@-“(“). Thus c( defines a 
one-dimensional R&module, which we also denote by c(. If $ is an 
irreducible Rfi-module in B, then ‘,$cr’ 1 0 < i < e} comprises all the distinct 
irreducible RR-modules in B (where multiplication here means tensor 
product ). A typical indecomposable RR-module iii in B is serial of length, 
say, m, with 0 < m < pU. If $ = Soc(lii), then the composition factors of fi, 
in ascending order, are $,rl/crP’,$am’ ,..., $c”‘+’ [ll, VII.2.4 and 
VII.2.81. Let I’,($) denote such fi, which is determined to isomorphism 
by IM and $. Then I’,( II/) is projective if and only if m = p” [ 11, VII.3.51. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that G is not p-solvable and that X is an i?G-module 
such that ker Xb O,.(G). Then ker Lb O,.(G) for some irreducible 
constituent L of X. 
Proof Since G is not p-solvable and P is cyclic, then (see, e.g., [2, 
Lemma 5.11) every nontrivial normal subgroup of G/O,(G) contains 
PO,.(G)/O,,(G). It follows that if J ~3 G with p 1 lJ\, then JO,.(G) >, P and 
hence J3 P and Jb O@(G). 
If H is a normal subgroup of G which is minimal with respect to 
properly containing O,.(G), then H3 P by the argument above. But 
H/O,.(G) is a direct product of isomorphic simple groups (which are non- 
abelian, since G is not p-solvable). Thus P cyclic implies that H/O,.(G) is 
simple. Since H > OP’(G), it follows that H = OP.(G) O,,(G). 
Now if p 1 lker Lil for all irreducible constituents L, of X, then 
OP’(G) < ker L, for all i. So if g is a p/-element in OP’(G), then ge ker X. 
But since OP’(G)/OP’(G) n O,(G) is simple, Op.(G) is generated by its 
p’-elements. Therefore, OP’(G) d ker X, a contradiction. It follows that 
p 1 lker Lil for some i. 
The following result extends [22, Theorem 1; 26; 11, VII.10.31: 
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LEMMA 2.3. Assume that G is not p-solvable and that P is cyclic with 
IPI = p” > p. Suppose that M is an RG-module in a single p-block with 
ker M< O,(G) and dim M< p”. Let e be the inertial index of the block B 
which contains M. Then B has defect group P and dim M3 p” - e 3 
p”-p+ 1. 
Proof Note that p is odd, since G is not p-solvable. By Lemma 2.2, 
there is an irreducible constituent L of M which satisfies the same 
hypotheses that M does. Since it clearly suffices to prove the result for L, 
we may assume that M is irreducible. 
Since ker M is a p’-group, B (as a set of modules) is a block of G/ker M 
with (therefore) the same inertial index e and with defect group 
D ker M/ker M [ 11, V.4.31. So it suffices to assume that M is faithful. 
Since dim M < (PI, (2.1) yields that MITi = A. Now fi = ?‘,,,($I), say, for 
$ = Soc(& and hence dim M = m dim rl/. By [ 11, VIT.2.71, either m < e 
or mBp” - e, where D, the defect group of B, has order p” > 1. 
Suppose that a>l. If m<e, then m<p”-‘. So P<kerfi<kerM by 
[ll, p. 2841, which is a contradiction. Thus, m > pU -e. 
Suppose that a = 1. Since p is contained in the kernel of each irreducible 
constituent of fi, it follows that M( 1 --VP”-‘)” = (0). So if m < (p + 1)/2, 
then by [27, Theorem A], O,(z‘) = O,(G). Thus B< C&O,(G)). By the 
remarks in the proof of Lemma 2.2 on the structure of G, it follows that 
P< C,(O,(G)). Now, e has a normal p-complement (by Burnside’s 
theorem, as is well known), and so z‘= PO,(c) = PO,(G) d Co(P). 
Therefore, c= Co(P). It follows that P is a T.I. set in G (see, e.g., [4, 
Proposition2.11). Then D=P by [11,111.8.14] so that a=n=l, a 
contradiction. We have proved 
If a > 1 then m b p” -e; if a = 1 then m 2 (p + 1)/2. (2.4) 
Since 3 has defect group D, p”-” 1 dim $ [ll, IV.4.51. Put dim $ = 
wp” - a. If a > 1, (2.4) implies that (p” - pn~‘e)w <dim M < p”, hence u’= 1. 
If a = 1, (2.4) yields that ((p + 1)/2)p”- ‘w d dim M< p”, so that again 
w = 1. So in any case, 
dimII/=p”-” and dim M=mp”-“. (2.5) 
If we can show that D= P, then the remaining conclusion that 
dim Map” -e will follow from (2.5) and (2.4). So to finish the proof of 
the lemma, we may regard IP/ as fixed, assume that the pair G, M satisfies 
the hypotheses of Lemma 2.3 but is a counterexample to D = P with 
[Gl + dim M minimal, and argue toward a contradiction. By (2.5) and 
(2.4), the assumption D < P is equivalent to the inequality dim M < p” - p. 
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Now Mop,(c) = k Ogec\s YK, where Y is an irreducible RO,(G)-module, 
S is the stabilizer of Y in G, and k is some positive integer. Then MZ UC 
for some irreducible RS-module U [ll, V.2.21. Furthermore, U is in a 
p-block B’ with defect group conjugate in G to D, and such that BfG= B 
[ 11, V.2.51. 
Suppose that S < G. Let J = ker(( 1 s)G) < S, where 1 s is the trivial I%- 
module. If p 1 JJ( then P<J and J is not p-solvable (see the proof of 
Lemma 2.2). Since ker(M,) d O,(J), Lemma 2.2 implies that for some 
irreducible constituent W of M,, the pair J, W satisfies the hypotheses of 
Lemma 2.3. Since J < G and dim W < dim M, our minimality condition on 
/GI + dim A4 implies that dim W > p” -p. But this contradicts 
dim A4 d p” - p. Therefore, J ,< O,.(G). 
By Lemma 2.2, ker X6 O,.(G) for some irreducible constituent X of 
(ls)G. Now, dimM= IG:SI dimU>, lG:SI >dimX(l. is also a constituent 
of (1 s)G). Since the pair G, X satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 2.3, our 
minimality assumption implies that dim A’> p” - p, which contradicts 
dim M<p”-p. 
So we may assume that S = G. Thus, MOP ,G, = k Y. 
Let H be the normal p-complement in ?, so that 2; = PH. Since $ e has a 
constituent in 6 [ll, V.3.101, and since 5 of defect a implies that p”-” 
divides the dimension of the simple module q in 6 [ 11, IV.4.5 and VII.21, 
(2.5) yields $r; = cp. Let 9 be an irreducible RH-constituent of qH. Let T be 
the stabilizer of 9 in ?. Since c/H is cyclic, 9 extends to an irreducible RT- 
module t such that r’= cp (as in [ll, p. 2541). Thus, qH = @Rtc,r9g. 
Now dim 9 1 dim cp = p”-” and dim 9 1 IHI imply that dim 9 = 1. Then 
lc: TI = p” Pa) hence T= HD and a transversal of D in P is a transversal of 
T in ?. We have 
Let 9’ = Sl0,,,G, n H and let S* be the stabilizer of 3’ in P, so that 
Pa S* 2 D. Then by (2.6) 
On the other hand, MOp,(G,nH z kYop,,GjnH. Thus, YOP.cG,,n z
r Og E plse 31g, where rk=m IS*:DI. Since (dim Y) 1 lO,(G)l, we have 
pjdim Y=r IP:S*I. Therefore, S*=P. So MOp.~G~~-rHhNm IP:DI 3’. Then 
the representation of O,.(G) A H on M is scalar. Since M is faithful, we 
have that COp,(G)(p) <Z(G). Thus C,+,,,(B) = COP,(G)(P). It follows from 
[4, Corollary l] that P is a T.I. set m G. Then D = P [ll, 111.8.141, a 
contradiction which proves the result. 
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Proof of Theorem 1. Let G have a cyclic Sylow p-subgroup P with 
/ P( = p” > p. Assume that G is not p-solvable. We may also assume that 
IGJ is minimal such that the conclusion of Theorem 1 is false. Thus, G has a 
faithful irreducible character x with x( 1) < IPI - 3. 
Let X be an R-free RG-module affording x such that 8: = X/J(R)X is 
indecomposable [ 11, 1.17.123. Then ker x must be a p-group. But if 
ker x# (1 ), then the remarks in the proof of Lemma 2.2 imply that 
ker 8= P, which contradicts the hypothesis that G is not p-solvable. So x 
is a faithful RG-module. 
By Lemma 2.3, the p-block B which contains x has defect group P. Then 
by [3, Lemma 4.33, x(1 ) = p” - e (where e is the inertial index of B) and B 
is locally linear. This means that the simple RR-modules in B are one- 
dimensional. so that 
x/g = VP,1 .(I) , where dim $ = 1. (2.7) 
Furthermore, [3, Lemma 3.1; 11, VII.l.3] imply that e= IR:?/ = 
IN,(P):C,(P)I. Now [3, Lemma4,l(i)], applied to & yields c= PxZ(G). 
If J is any normal subgroup of G with p 1 IJ/ then P < J and J is not p- 
solvable (see the proof of Lemma 2.2). By [3, Lemma 4.1 (ii)], xJ remains 
irreducible. So by minimality of IGJ, G = J. Since p ( I OP’(G)I and p 1 (G’” ) 
(as G is not p-solvable), it follows that O”‘(G) = G = G”‘. Then G/O,.(G) is 
simple (again by the proof of Lemma 2.2). Next we establish 
O,,,(G) = Z(G). (2.8) 
Proof: Let H = O,.(G). Then H 3 Z(G) and HP > ?, since 
c = P x Z(G). Now (2.7) and [ 11, VII.3.5] imply that XT is serial of length 
p” - e, in fact that %z; = V,” .($e) is in a block of ? with defect group P, 
and which induces to B. Then +c occurs as an irreducible constituent of ,I?? 
with multiplicity p” - e. 
It follows that X,, is indecomposable. Since p 1 x(l), the dimension of 
some irreducible constituent of 8,, is prime to p. Hence, I,, is in a block 
b’ with defect group P [ll, IV.4.51. The inertial index of b’ is 1, since 
N,,(P) = PN,(p) = PC,( ii) = C,,(P) = c. 
If U is any irreducible constituent of x,,, let 0 be the Green correspon- 
dent of U (here with respect o the subgroup ?). Then by [ll, VII.2.71, the 
composition length of 8 is either 1 or p” - 1. Since the latter contradicts 
x( 1) < p” - 3, we have that UC is irreducible for any irreducible constituent 
u of x,,. Thus UC = I++C and hence dim U = 1. 
It follows that (HP)’ d ker U. Since HP/H is abelian, we have 
(HP)’ < H, so that (HP)’ is a p’-group. Therefore, (HP)’ d ker x and 
(HP)’ < ker x. Since x is faithful, (HP)’ = ( 1). Thus, HP is abelian, whence 
H < C,(P) = c = P x Z(G). So H = Z(G), and (2.8) is proved. 
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(2.9) [f S is a (nonabelian ) simple quotient of a proper subgroup of G, 
then (PI 1 ISI. 
Proof Suppose that there exist subgroups I, J with I u J-C G, J/I% S 
simple, and 1 PJ 1 ISI. Then P’ <J for some g E G and J is not p-solvable. 
Since x is faithful, xJ has an irreducible constituent 2, with PR $ ker x, 
Then ker x, is a p’-group (as in Lemma 2.2). Since x1 ( 1) < x( 1) and 
/ J/ker x, I < IGI, our minimality assumption is contradicted, which proves 
(2.9). 
Note that /Z(G)/ must be even, by 13, Theorem 11. Since G=G’, all 
representations of G are unimodular and so lZ( G)I ( x( 1) = p” - e. Since p 
is odd (G is not p-solvable), then e must be odd also. We summarize what 
has been established about G thus far in 
(2.10) G has a cyclic Sq’lo~~ p-subgroup P such that IPI > p, G = G’, 
G/Z(G) is simple, ?= Px Z(G), IZ(G)l IS men, I NG( P) : C,( P)I is odd, and 
lf S is any simple quotient qf a proper subgroup of G, then (PI [ (SI. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is completed, in the manner of [ 14, Theorem 11, 
by showing 
(2.11 ) There is no .finite group G which satisfies all of the conditions 
(2.10). 
Proof Suppose that G satisfies (2.10). Let e= JN,(P):C,(P)I. Then 
e > 1 by Burnside’s transfer theorem. Note that e = I N,(p) : C,(P)I, the 
inertial index of the principal p-block of G [ 11, VII.l.1 and VII.1.31, 
e I p - 1. and p > 2. In fact, e odd implies that p > 5. Let G = G/Z(G), and 
if X is any subset of G, let x denote its &age in G. Thus P is a cyclic Sylow 
subgroup of C, IPI = ) PI = p” > p, C,(P) = P, and e = IN,-(P) : PI. 
If G is an alternating group, and g E P has order p’, then gp is a product 
of at least p disjoint cycles of length p, and hence is not conjugate in G to 
any power of a single p-cycle. This contradicts the assumption that P is 
cyclic with JP( > p. 
If (? is a sporadic group, then the list of normalizers of subgroups of 
prime order in G [ 18, pp. 40-701 shows that G has no cyclic Sylow 
subgroups other than those of prime order. Again, this contradicts (2.10). 
By the classification of the finite simple groups (see [ 17, Chap. 21). we 
may=assume that G is of Lie type (nontwisted or twisted). Note that 
C,(P) = P implies that { p} is a component of the prime graph of G (see 
[38]). So G has at least two prime graph components. It follows as in [4, 
p. 5743 that G is defined over GF(q) with p 1 q. 
Suppose that G% A,(q), q odd, q> 3. Since G= G’ and /Z(G)/ is even, 
G z SL,(q). Then e d 2 by [ 12, Lemma 5.11. This contradicts e > 1 and e 
odd. 
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Suppose thut GzA,(q), q odd, I> 1. Then (Z(G)],) (I+ l,q- 1) (see 
[17, Table 4.11) implies that I is odd. Now [36, pp. 489-4921 yields that I 
is a prime and p” = (q’- 1 )/(q - 1). But A,- ,(q) is a quotient of a proper 
subgroup of A,(q), and ((q’- l)/(q- l))[ [A,- 1(q)j. This contradicts (2.10). 
Suppose that G%.,(q) or C,(q), 132, q odd. Now (p,q)= 1 and P is a 
maximal torus of G. Then, as in [7], P= T,,., the torus associated with 
some element rt’ of the Weyl group W of c. Since G is of type B, or C,, W 
contains the scalar transformation - 1 [ 19, p. 641, and thus ~C,(M’)/ is 
even. But /C’&)V)/ 1 [A’,-( T,,): T,,.I =e [7, p. 461, which contradicts the 
assumption that e is odd. 
Suppose that G z D,(q), I3 4, q odd. Then by [36, pp. 4894921, one of 
the following three cases must hold: q = 3, 1 is an odd prime, and 
p” = (3’- 1)/2; q = 3, I- 1 is an odd prime, and p” = (3’- ’ - 1)/2; or q = 5, 
I is an odd prime, and p”= (5’- 1)/4. But in any case, A,-,(q) is simple 
and is a Levi factor of c, and (q’-’ - l)(q’- 1) 1 IA,- ,(q)l. Thus 
p” 1 iA,- ,(q)/. which again contradicts (2.10). 
Suppose that G z E,(q), q odd. Then [36] implies that q = 3 and p is 757 
or 1093. But both of these primes divide ICI to the first power only [17, 
Table 2.41, another contradiction. 
Suppose that G z ‘A,(q’) z PSU,, I(q), I> 2, q odd. Since the Schur mul- 
tiplier of G is even, by (2. lo), I must be odd [ 17, Table 4.11. Then by [ 361, 
I is prime, q+ 1 1 I+ 1, and p”= (q’+ l)/(q+ 1). But ‘A,_,(q’) is a simple 
section of ‘A,(q2) [30, p. 1381 and ((q’+ l)/(q+ 1)) 1 IZA,-,(q2)1. This 
contradicts (2.10). 
Suppose that Gz ‘D,(q’) z PQ,,(q), 124, q odd. Then by [36]. either (i) 
I = 2” for some m and pn = (q’+ 1 )/2, or (ii) I is odd, q = 3, and p” equals 
either (3’+ 1)/4 or (3’ ’ + 1)/2. But if 1 is odd, then both B,- ,(3) 
and 2A,m,(32) are sections of 2D,(3’) [30, p. 1381. Since 
((3’-’ + 1 I/2) 1 IB, ,(3)1 and ((3’+ 1)/4) 1 I’A, ,(32)1 when 1 is odd, we 
again have a contradiction. It follows that (i) must hold. 
Now, N: = IV&P) acts faithfully on a 21-dimensional vector space M over 
GF(q), where p k q. We claim that P acts irreducibly on M. For if M, is a 
proper subspace which is stabilized by p, then is is nontrivial on at least 
one of M, or M/M,. Then p 1 IGL,(q)l or p 1 IGL,,-,(q)l, where 
k = dim,,,,M,. It follows that q’= 1 (mod p) for some 0 < t < 21. But 
p” = (q’ + 1)/2 implies that q’ = - 1 (mod p). Since l= 2”, it follows that 
the order of q (mod p) is 21, a contradiction which establishes our claim. 
Proposition 19.8 of [25] now yields that KG T(q”), the group of 
semilinear transformations of GF(q”), and C,(P) = PG T,(q”), the sub- 
group of T(q2’) consisting of linear transformations (which is abelian of 
order q2’ -- 1). Since R is a Frobenius group with kernel P, it follows that - - 
e= IN:PI I IT(q”):T,(q”)l =2f=2m+’ [25, p. 2291. This contradicts e 
odd. 
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If G = E,(q), b(q), F,(q), Gdq), *Gdq), ‘&(q2), or 3D4(q3), q odd, then 
the Schur multiplier of G is odd [ 17, Table 4.11. This contradicts (2.10). It 
follows that G is a Chevalley group (possibly twisted) over a field of 
characteristic two and with even Schur multiplier. Then by [ 17, Table 4.11, 
G must be one of the following: A,(4), A2(2), A,(4), ~,(2), B,(2), B,(2), 
C,(2), D,(2), F,(2), G,(4), ‘A,(22), 2A5(22), 2B,(23), or ‘E,(2’). A check of 
the orders of these groups [ 17, Table 2.41 shows that that there is a prime 
p > 5 with p’ ( ICI only if G = F,(2) or ‘E,(2’). In both of these cases we 
must havep”=7’.SinceoddeIp-l,e=3and IN&P)I=3.7”. 
If e=F,(2), then JG:Nc(P)I=224.35.52.13.17~3 f 1 (mod7). If 
Gzt:‘E,(2’), then (~:N~(P)(=236~38~5’~11~13~17.19~3 f 1 (mod7). 
These final contradictions establish (2.11) and complete the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
3. THE CYCLIC CASE; PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
In the first lemma of this section, P is not assumed to be necessarily 
cyclic. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that p is odd and that J is a normal subgroup of G 
such that p] IG/JI, p[ lZ(J)I, and J/Z(J)zPSL,(q), where q=p”= 
(PI 3 5. Assume that C,(x) = C,(P) f or all .Y # 1 in P. Suppose also that G 
has a faithful character x with x( 1) < q - 1. Then G = J” V, a central 
product, where p 1 I VI and J”/Z(J’x’) z PSL,(q). If x is irreducible, or if x 
has a single nonlinear irreducible constituent, then G/Z(G) z PSL?(q). 
Proof: By assumption, P d J, Since J/Z(J) is simple, we have that 
J’Z(J) = J and J’/Z(J) n J’ % J/Z(J), so that J’/Z(J’) z PSL,(q). Thus G, J 
satisfy the same hypotheses as G, J. Hence we may replace J by J” and 
thus assume J = J’“. Then lZ( J)I d 2 [ 17, Table 4.11, so that Z(J) 6 Z(G). 
Let P be the image of P in J/Z(J). We may assume that P is the 
(monomorphic) image of the upper-triangular unipotent matrices in 
SL,(q). Now, Aut(PSL,(q)) = PGZ,,(q) . (a), a semidirect product, where 
B is induced by a field automorphism of GF(q). 
Suppose that g E G, acting by conjugation on J/Z(J), induces an outer 
automorphism y. Multiplying g by an element of J if necessary, we may 
assume that y is one of oi, 6, or da’, where i is some integer, and 6 is 
conjugation of PSL,(q) by a diagonal matrix (2 y), with A, r E GF(q) and AT 
a nonsquare in GF(q). Both 6 and u stabilize P, and gE N,(P). 
If y = 6 or da’, then y fuses the two conjugacy classes of nontrivial p- 
elements in PSL,(q). Hence, the elements of P# comprise one orbit under 
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conjugation by N,(P). It follows that all the nontrivial irreducible charac- 
ters of P (which are linear, as P % P) are also conjugate under NG( P), by 
Brauer’s permutation lemma. Since x is faithful, xp contains some 
9 E Irr(P), 9 # 1. Therefore, xp contains all 9 # 1 in B-r(P). This contradicts 
x(l)<q- 1. 
So y = 19. Hence, y fixes (the image of ) (A f ) in P&L(q), and so g 
centralizes a nontrivial element x in P. The condition C,(s) = C,(P) then 
forces g to centralize P. Then y = 1, so that g centralizes J/Z(J). Now g 
centralizes Z(J) and P’ for all x EJ, whence [g, J] = (1). Let V= C,(J). 
It follows that G = JV, a central product, and p l ) VJ. 
Let Y be any irreducible constituent of x such that 9, has nonlinear con- 
stituents. (If such 9 did not exist, then J would be abelian, a contradiction.) 
Then each constituent of 9, has degree at least (q - 1)/2 (the minimal 
degree for nonlinear projective representations of PSL2(q) [ZO]) So 
x( 1) < q - 1 implies that 9, is irreducible and there is only one such 
constituent of x. 
It now follows that any representation for 9 must consist of scalar 
matrices on V, whence [V, G] < ker 9. So if x = Y (i.e. if x is irreducible) 
then Z(J) < V< Z(G). If x = 9 + i and i is a sum of linear characters, then 
[V,G],<G’<ker[, and so [V,G]<ker9nker[=kerX=(l). Then 
again Z(J) d V< Z(G), from which it follows that G/Z(G) % PSL,(q). 
Remark. The last statement of Lemma 3.1 does not hold when x has 
more than one nonlinear constituent. For, let G = PSL,(q) x V, where V is 
a nonabelian $-group with a faithful irreducible character [ such that 
i(l) < (q - 3)/2. Let 9 be an irreducible character of PSI,,(q) with 9(l) = 
(q f 1)/2. Extend 9, i to characters of G in the obvious way, and let 
x = 9 + [. Then all hypotheses of Lemma 3.1 hold. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to proving Theorem 2. We 
assume that P is cyclic and that x is a faithful character of G. As in 
Section 2, let P = Cl,(P). 
Proof of Theorem 2(I). Assume that G is p-solvable. Let J= O,,(G)P. 
Then J 4 G [2, Lemma 5.11 and O,(J) = O,(G). Let xJ = C;= I gi, a sum 
of irreducible characters of J, and let J, = (ker Si) n O,.(G). Then Ji u J, 
and xJ faithful implies that ni Ji= (1). Thus, Jci n:= ni J/J, by 
cp: g H ni( gJ,), all g E J. 
Suppose that O,(J/Ji) > O,(J) J,/J, for all i. Then O,(J/Ji) = QiJi/Ji, 
where O,(J) < Qi< P. So if Q is the unique subgroup of cyclic P with 
O,(J) of index p in Q, then QJi/Ji d O,(J/Ji) for all i. Thus, 
cp( Q) < O,(n) n rp( J) < O,( cp( J)) = cp( O,( J)), a contradiction. So for some 
i, O,(J/Ji) = O,(J) Jj/Ji. Fix this i. 
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Now ker !Jj= J,R for some R 6 P. Then RJ,/J, Q J/Ji implies that 
RJ,/Ji < O,(J/Ji) = O,(J) J,/J,. Thus R d O,,(J). Now gi, as a character of 
J/Ji R, is in a block with defect group Jj D, /Ji R for some R < D, 6 P. Since 
9, is of height zero in its p-block (B, , say) of J [ 11, VII.2.161, it follows 
from [ 11, V.4.21 that D, is a defect group of B, By [ 3, Theorem 7.11, 
applied to J/J,R and 9,. 
9,(l)>, IJ,P/J,R:J,D,/J;Rl (IJ,D,/J,R:O,(J/J;R)I - 1) 
= (P:D, 1 (lD,/R:O,(J)/RI -l)= IP:D,I (ID,:O,(G)I - 1). 
There is a block B, of G, weakly regular with respect o J, which covers B, 
Then B? has a defect group Dz such that Dz < P and Df A J = D, for some 
ge G [ll, V.3.141. Then 05 <J implies that Df = D,. 
Let 9 be an irreducible constituent of x such that 9, is a constituent of 
9,. Then 9 is in a block B which covers B,, and which has a defect group 
D<Dp=D, [ll, V.3.121. Now $(1)>3;(1)>(P:O,(G)I-IP:D,)> 
IP:O,(g)j - IP:D( = IP:DI (\D:O,(G)I - 1). 
Proof of Theorem 2(II). Assume that G is not P-solvable. Let G be of 
minimal order such that the hypotheses of Theorem 2( II) hold for lixed I PI, 
but so that the conclusion is false. We may assume that x( 1) < I PI - 1, as 
otherwise (a) holds. We then proceed in two steps. 
Step 1. We may assume that x is irreducible. 
Proof: If p 1 (ker 31 for all irreducible constituents 9 of x, then P < ker J 
for all such 9 and hence P < ker x, a contradiction. So there exists an 
irreducible constituent 9 of x such that H := ker 9 is a P-group. We may 
assume 3 # x, as otherwise Step 1 is finished. Therefore 9( 1) < I PI - 2, and 
3 is a faithful irreducible character of G/H, which is not p-solvable, and 
which has a cyclic Sylow group PH/H of order IPI. In particular, 
PH 4 G. Let U/H = Z(G/H). 
If IPl > p then Theorem 1 is contradicted. So we may assume that 
IPl =p>3. If jPJ =5 then x(l)b3, and [33, p. 1111 implies that (c) or (f) 
holds for G. 
Suppose that IPI = 7. Then [33, p. 11 l] applies to G/H (as 3( 1) < 4 = 
(p+ 1)/2). Thus G/U% PSL2(7) or A,. If G/U% A, then 3(l) =4 (the 
minimal degree of a projective irreducible representation of A,). Then 
~=a+[, where [(l)=l. Then [U,G]<HnG’,<Hnker[=(l). So 
G/Z(G) % A, and (d) holds. 
So if IPI = 7 then G/U= PSL,(7). Furthermore, if IPI = p > 7, then by 
[ 14, Theorem l] applied to G/H and 3, we have G/U z PSL2( p). Thus, 
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G/U% PSL,( p) for IPI 2 7, and 9( 1) > (p - 1)/2 (the minimal degree of a 
projective irreducible representation of PSL,( p) [20] ). Then x = 9 + [, 
where 1 < [( 1) < (p - 3)/2. Since G/U is simple, either ker [ < U or 
(ker [)U = G. If ker [ < U then PSL,( p) is a composition factor of G/ker [. 
So by [33], applied to G/ker < and [, (G/ker <)/Z(G/ker 0 z PSL2( p). But 
some irreducible, nonlinear projective representation of PSL,( p) must be a 
constituent of i, which contradicts i(l) < (p - 1)/2. So (ker <)U= G, and 
hence PSL,(p) is a composition factor of ker [. If ker [ = G then 9 is 
faithful, and it suflices to prove the theorem for 9. So we may assume that 
ker [ < G, and by minimality of (GI, one of the conclusions of 
Theorem 2(H) holds for ker [ and Qker; (which is faithful). The only 
possibility consistent with 9( 1) < p - 3 and the composition factor 
PSL2( p) is (f). So ker < = TV, a central product, where T/Z(T) z P,S’L,( p) 
and V is a $-group. Then J := nRsc; TK must have J’S&(p) as a com- 
position factor (otherwise, PSL,(p) would occur at least twice as a com- 
position factor of ker i, a contradiction). Then J < G, and JZ( T) = T 
implies that J/Z(J) z PSL,( p). By Lemma 3.1, conclusion (f) must hold 
for G. 
Step 2. The minimal counterexample G cannot exist. 
Proof: Suppose that 1 PI > p. Then x( 1) 3 I PI - 2 by Theorem 1, so we 
may assume that x( 1) = I PI - 2. Then [S, Theorem l] implies that 
G z S&(8) x Z(G) and x( 1) = 7, which is conclusion (e). 
Thus IPI = p, and x is irreducible with I( 1) < p - 2. If p = 7 and 
x( 1) = p - 2, then [ 10, Theorem 21 yields a contradiction (as 7 # 2” + 1). 
So p=7 implies x(1)64, and if p=5 then x(1)=$3 (and p=3 means 
x( 1) = 1, a contradiction). Thus by [33], p 6 7 forces one of the 
conclusions (c), (d), or (f). 
So lPl=p>7. If x(l)=p-2 then [lo, Theorem21 implies that (b) 
holds. Thus x( 1) < p - 3. So by [ 14, Theorem 11, G/Z(G) z PSL2( p) and 
hence x( 1) > (p - 1)/2, which is conclusion (f). This final contradiction 
shows that the counterexample G does not exist, and the theorem is 
proved. 
4. THE T.I. CASE; FR~~F OF THEOREM 3 
Conclusions (i) and (ii) of the following lemma, and much of their 
proofs, are abstracted from reduction arguments in Cl]. Conclusion (iv) 
has been obtained previously by Landrock and Michler in [21]. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let G be u group with a T.I. Sylow p-subgroup P, and 
assume that P Q G. Let H = OP’(G) and U = O*(H). 
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(i ) Then U # ( 1 ), and if U/N # ( 1) is a chief factor of H, then 
p j 1 N(. Furthermore, if G is not p-solvable then UJN is simple and 
N = O,,(H). 
(ii) If P is not cyclic or generalized quaternion then O,.(H) = Z(H). 
(iii) If G is p-solvable and if P Q J il>henever P < J < G (J a sub- 
group) then G = O,,(G)P. 
(iv) If G is p-solvable then P is either cyclic or generalized quaternion. 
Proof, (i) If U = ( 1) then P = H u G, a contradiction. Let U/N # ( 1) 
be a chief factor of H, and suppose that p 1 / Nj. Then P, := P n N # ( 1). 
Let L := NJ P,). Then N Q H and P d H imply that P 6 L. Also, H = NL 
by the Frattini argument. 
Now P is a T.I. Sylow p-subgroup of L, so P, ~3 L implies that P 4 L. 
Then NP 4 NL = H and HINP is a PI-group. Thus H = NP (as 
H = OP’( G)). Now H/N a p-group forces N 3 Op( H) = U, a contradiction. 
So P! INI. 
If G is not p-solvable then U/N is a direct product of some isomorphic 
copies of a (nonabelian) simple group A with p ) (Al. Now N( P n U)/N is a 
T.I. set in U/N (since N is a p’-group) so it must follow that U/N z A. 
Since N 6 O,(H) < U, we have N = O,,(H). 
(ii) Let M=O,.(H). F or any prime q with q 1 ) Ml, it is easily seen 
(and well known) that P normalizes some Sylow q-subgroup of M. Since P, 
by assumption, contains an elementary abelian group of order p’, it follows 
from [16, 53.161 that M= (Cn,(.~)I.x~ P” ), But if g EM and g cen- 
tralizes some x E P#, then g E NJ P), since P is a T.I. set in H. Thus 
M d NH(P). So M 4 H implies that [M, P] < A4 n P = ( 1 ), hence 
A4 < C,(P). Therefore, M 6 C,(Ph) for all h E H. Since H = Op’( H) = 
( Ph / h E H), we have that h4< Z(H). Since P a T.I. set in H and P& H 
give OP( H) = ( 1 ), it follows that A4 = Z(H). 
(iii) Suppose that G is p-solvable and that Pa J whenever 
P < J< G. If O,,(G)P < G then P u O,.(G)P, and hence P centralizes 
O,,.(G). Since G is p-solvable, Op.,P(G) = O,(G)Q for some p-group Q with 
( 1) # Q 6 P. Thus Q Q Op,,P(G), whence Q char O,.,(G) and Q (I G, a 
contradiction. (Since P is T.I. and P 41 G, then O,(G) = ( 1 ).) 
(iv) Suppose that G is a group of minimal order which satisfies the 
assumptions of (iv), but with P neither cyclic nor generalized quaternion. 
Then P -=I J whenever P < J< G. Since P -%I G, we have that H= G. By 
(iii), G = O,,(G)P, and by (ii), O,,.(G) = Z(G). Then P -=I G, a contradiction 
which proves (iv). 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let G and x satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3, 
but with \GI minimal such that the conclusion fails. We argue toward a 
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contradiction. We may assume that P Q G, hence O,(G) = (1 ), as P is a 
T.I. set. 
Suppose first that G is p-solvable. Then P is either cyclic or generalized 
quaternion, by Lemma 4.1 (iv). Since P is T.I., all blocks of G have defect 
group ( 1 ) or P [ 11, 111.8.141. Then all irreducible constituents of x are in 
blocks with defect group P, since any constituent in a block of defect zero 
would have degree at least IPI, a contradiction. 
If P is cyclic then Theorem 2(I) implies that x( 1) 2 JPl - 1, which is a 
contradiction. Then P is generalized quaternion, and G is solvable by the 
Feit-Thompson theorem. Since G is assumed to be a counterexample, we 
have x( 1) < (1 PI - 2)/2. Then by minimality of ICI, if P < J< G then P 4 .I. 
(Since p = 2 and G is solvable, no other conclusion of Theorem 3 may hold 
for J.) So by Lemma 4.1 (iii), G = O,.(G)P. Let P, be a cyclic subgroup of P 
with IP:P,( = 2. Then P, is a T.I. Sylow 2-subgroup of 02.(G)P, and 
P, 4 O,,(G)P, (as otherwise, O,(G) would normalize the T.I. set P, a con- 
tradiction to O,(G) = (1 )). So by Theorem 2(I) applied to 02.(G)P, and 
xoz CGjPI, we have that x( 1) 2 1 P, I - 1 = ([PI - 2)/2, another contradiction. 
Thus we may assume that G is not p-solvable. If P is cyclic, then 
Theorem 2(11) yields that one of the conclusions (3))(7) holds. So it may 
be assumed that P is not cyclic. 
Suppose that p = 2. Then P is not generalized quaternion, as otherwise G 
would be 2-solvable [32, Theorem 31. Hence, Lemma 4.l(ii) says that 
O,(H) = Z(H) (where H := Op’( G)). Then by [32, Theorem 21 applied to 
H, H/Z(H) is simple and is isomorphic to one of *B?(q), PSL,(q), or 
PSU,(q), q a power of 2. Since H/Z(H) is simple, H’Z( H) = H. Thus 
H’ = H, as H= OP(H). So H is a perfect central extension of H/Z(H), 
and lZ( H)( is odd. From the Schur multiplier of H/Z(H) [ 17, Table 4.11, 
it follows that H is isomorphic to ‘B,(q), PSL,(q), PSU,(q), or SU,(q). 
Some constituent of xH is a nonlinear irreducible character of H. So if 
H c ‘B,(q), we have that x( 1) 3 (q/2)“‘(q - 1) [31, Sect. 171, IPi = q2, and 
hence conclusion ( 11) holds. If H % PSU,(q) or SU,(q) then x( 1) 3 q(q - 1) 
[29], (P( = q3, and hence (8) holds. Suppose H % PSL,(q). Then IPI = q. If 
q > 4 then x( 1) > q - 1 [20]. If q = 4 then H = PSL,(S) and hence again 
I( 1) 2 3 = q - 1 [S, Theorem 38.11. So either the assumption that G is a 
counterexample or the hypotheses of Theorem 3 are contradicted. 
We may now assume that p is odd (and G is not p-solvable, P is not 
cyclic). So the p-rank of G is at least two. Again by Lemma 4.l(ii), 
O,,(H) = Z(H). Since PZ( H)/Z( H) is a T.I. set in H/Z(H), it follows that 
~,.z,,,(f’Z(WIZ(W) is a strongly p-embedded subgroup of H/Z(H). 
Now groups with trivial O,,, with p-rank at least two, and with a strongly 
p-embedded subgroup are essentially classified by Gorenstein and Lyons 
[ 18, (24.9) and (24.1)], given the complete classification of finite simple 
groups. By applying their results, as summarized in [I, Proposition 2.23, 
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and by noting that the T.I. condition is actually stronger than the strongly 
p-embedded condition, we find that H/Z(H) must be isomorphic to one of 
the following: PSL,(q) or PSU,(q) where p 1 q: *G1(3*“+ ‘) (m 2 0), M,, , or 
PSL,(4) where p = 3; ‘F,(2)‘, Aut(‘B,(32)), or MC where p = 5; or J, 
where p= 11. 
Now xH must contain as a constituent some nonlinear irreducible projec- 
tive character of H/Z(H). Suppose that H/Z(H) z PSL,( q), necessarily 
simple, where p 1 q. Then H’ Z( H) = H, whence H is again perfect. Since 
p [ lZ( H)I, [ 17, Table 4.11 implies that H is a quotient of SL,(q), even 
when q = 9. Thus, x( 1) > (q - 1)/2 [8, Theorem 38.11, lP\ = q, and con- 
clusion (7 ) holds. 
If H/Z(H) c PSU,(q), then IPI = q3 and x(l) >q(q- 1) [20], which 
yields conclusion (8). Suppose that p = 3 and H/Z(H) z 2G2(32”z”), m >, 0. 
Then IP( = 36”‘+3. Since the Schur multiplier of ‘G2(3”“+ ’ ) is trivial (even 
for ‘G,(3)zAut(SL2(8))), we have that ,(l)>3zm+‘(32m+‘- l)+ 1 by 
[35] (for m > 0) or by [20] (for m = 0, i.e., for SL2(8) and hence 
Aut(SLJ8))). This is conclusion (9). 
If p = 3 and H/Z(H) z Ml I then IPl= 9 and x(1 ) > 10 [23]. This con- 
tradicts x( 1 ) < IPI - 1. 
Suppose that p = 3 and H/Z(H) z PSL,(4). Then H”Z(H) = H, so that 
again p k lZ( H)I and H = Op’( H) yield H” = H. It follows from [ 17, 
Table4.11 that lZ(H)I 1 16. 
Let 3 be a nontrivial irreducible constituent of xH. If Z(H) < ker 3 then 
I( 1) 3 9( 1) 3 20 [29]. which contradicts our hypothesis. So a represen- 
tation for 9 is nontrivial, scalar, and unimodular (since H = H’) on Z(H). 
Hence, 2 1 lZ( H)/ker 91 1 3( 1). Now, 99 must have a nontrivial irreducible 
character of PSL,(4) (as well as the trivial character of PSL,(4)) as a 
constituent. Then 9(l)‘- 1 > 20 [29], so that 9(l) 3 6. If 9( 1) = 6 then 
IZ( H)/ker 31 = 2 and 9’ is a character of PSL,(4). From the symmetric and 
skew decomposition of 9’, it follows that PSL,(4) has a nontrivial 
irreducible character of degree at most 15, which contradicts [29]. 
Therefore, x( 1 ) 3 9( 1 ) 3 8 = IPI - 1, which contradicts our hypothesis. 
If p=5 and H/Z(H)%’ F,(2)’ (resp. Aut)‘B,(32))), then IPI = 25 
(resp. 125). Since the Schur multipliers of these groups are trivial, we have 
I( 1) 3 26 [24] (resp. x( 1) >, 4.31 = 124 [20]). This again contradicts 
x(l)< IPI - 1. 
If p = 5 and H/Z(H) % MC then H = H’ (as before), and IP( = 125. Let 9 
be a nontrivial irreducible constituent of xH. Then x( 1) 2 ,!J( 1) 2 22 [24], 
which is conclusion (10). 
If p= 11 and H/Z(H)%J, then IPI = 113 and x(l)> 1333 [17, Table4.1; 
241. So in every case, either the hypotheses of Theorem 3 or the 
assumption that G is a counterexample are contradicted. The proof of 
Theorem 3 is complete. 
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